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Felt Making
Felt is a type of non-woven fabric that is formed by generally matting
wool from animal fibers, under heat, humidity, and pressure with the
help of soap and oil. Felt making is the conversion of felt into a product
by using this method. Felt was used extensively by the nomads in Central
Asia in their daily life, and today it is produced in the same processes by
blending traditional and contemporary production techniques. In
addition to products such as various mats, headgears, and clothing,
three-dimensional objects can also be made from felt.
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Materials and equipment
-

Wool from animals (mostly Anatolian sheep)
Natural dye
Scissors for cutting prefelt
Broomstick for laying out droplets of water
Pitcher to carry the water
Çubuk, traditional tool for laying the wool
Mat made of reeds
Wooden hat block for shaping
Olive oil soap

Felt Making

Various tools, in addition to wool which is the main material in felt-making, are used.

Stages
For making a felt with motifs;
Prefelt is made first for designs

1. Determination of motif
2. Using previously kicked felts that are 3 mm in thickness, raw felt that is
only ten percent felted fabric
3. Cutting the embroideries from this fabric
to create different motifs
4. Creating the motifs
5. Sprinkling a layer of water on it to merge
it with a layer of wool

3rd stage

6. Operating the carding machine for
wool fluffing
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4th stage: Creating the motifs

5th stage

6th stage: Operating the carding machine for wool fluffing
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7. Collection of wools fluffed by the machine
8. Preparing the wool for the laying process
9. Laying the felt with a tool called
‘çubuk’
10. After the first laying of the felt,
pressing the edges slightly by hand
and setting right
9th stage

11. Adding water again

12. Laying more wool in the middle part
By wetting it again, the wool spread, called the üst yüzlük (top face) is completed
for the last time.

13. Compression of the wool by carefully rolling the mat and tie into rolls
before preparation for kicking

13th stage: Preparation for kicking

14. Placing the felt in the kicking machine and taking it from the machine
at regular intervals
15. Opening the felt by laying on the ground for arranging the edges,
adding more water if needed
16. Putting back the felt into the machine to continue the kicking process
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14th stage
15th stage

15th stage: Opening the felt by laying on the ground for arranging the edges, removing the skews, and adding water

17. After the kicking is completed, fulling the felt
18. Finishing the edges
19. Add simple design to back if desired
20. Rolling the felt nicely and taking it to the fulling section of the machine
for further felting and shrinking
21. Monitoring the process while the machine is running
23. Rool the felt tightly and tie in the
middle and stand the rolled felt overnight
(after fulling process)
24. Turn it upside down one time
overnight
22nd stage

25. The water disperses back into the felt
26. Opening and flattening the felt
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Last stages of making a felt with motifs

For making a sikke (headwear of whirling dervishes);
1. Laying out wool in two oval parts
2. Prepare the pieces by controlling the edges to form a fish body shape
(thicker in the center) and sprinkle with simple water
3. After the kicking process, taking these
two parts to the table for merging
4. Continuation of the fulling process by hand
for hours (During fulling process, water and
soap are used)

1st stage: Laying out the wool into two parts

The junctions of the two parts disappear and the felt
takes the form of a single body. As a result of the
master’s dexterity, a 3-dimensional holistic form with
hollow inside is formed.

5. Preparation of the sikke with the help of a hat block according to the head
dimensions of the person who will use it
6. Letting to dry and takes its final shape
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4th stage: Fulling process by hand for hours

5th stage

Final product: A sikke (headwear of whirling dervishes)

Constraints
The dimensions of the final products to be worked in 2D should be a maximum
of 1.5 meters wide and 4 meters long.
Although there is no such constraint for 3D products, it should be able to be
made by hand in 4 days.
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